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The plan (continued from 13. meeting)

• Phase 2: Adding more information
  • Completing information for existing tools (nearly done)
  • Still some feedback missing!
  • Internal: Switched to XSLT, but Stylesheets do not work properly 😞 (To be fixed soon)

• Phase 3: Generate a new questionnaire
  • Let teams review the survey (done):
    http://chiht.dfn-cert.de/new-questionnaire.txt
  • Start the survey (done in november, ongoing)
    • Received feedback from 5 teams
  • Next: Review the answers
The plan (discontinued)

- **Phase 4: Add workflow descriptions**
  - Idea: Having clickable workflow graphics guiding the user to the correct tools
  - **See:** [http://chiht.dfn-cert.de/workflow/](http://chiht.dfn-cert.de/workflow/)
  - Ask to send workflow descriptions (12-07)(done)
  - Ask again in october (done)
  - Decision to skip that idea